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I. INTRODUCTION 
Let K be a locally compact complete non-Archimedean field with non-trivial 
valuation and B = B(0, 1) = {XE K 1 1x1s l}. Qsp denotes the field of p-adic 
numbers and ZP the ring of p-adic integers. 
In [4] M. Hoderath derived a characterization of the polynomial sequences 
e, E K[x], nz0 such that deg(e,) =n and which are orthonormal bases of 
the space C(B(0, 1) + K) of continuous functions on B(0, 1) with values in 
K. He asserted that these sequences are such that I(e,ll,= 1 and lle,llo= 
I~/~(~~~(~))/(~~O, where /I IIs denotes the sup-norm, II Ilc the Gauss norm, rc a 
uniformizing parameter of K, q the cardinality of the residue field of K and s(n) 
the sum of the digits of n in base q. 
As one can see from the example K=QSp, el(x)=px+ 1 and e,(x)=(i) for 
n # 1, this theorem is not correct. (The error occures on p. 44 line 27 of [4].) 
These e,(x) satisfy the conditions of the theorem of Hoderath, but do not 
form an orthonormal base since 
The theorem is correct if we assume, moreover that (le, /lG = lcoeff x”I . (We 
denote by coeff x” or coeffen x” the coefficient of x” in e,,(x)). 
The corrected form of Hoderath’s theorem is as follows. 
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THEOREM 1. Let (eJnzO be a sequence in K[x] with deg(e,) = n. 
They form an orthonormal base of C(B-+ K) if and only if I/e,,I/, = 1 and 
lie, Ilo = 1 71 I+-s(n)Mq- 1) = Icoeffx”/. 
In the next sections, we generalize this theorem in several ways. In section 
2 we generalize it to several variables, but we only prove it for two variables. 
(The proof for n variables is completely analogous). 
Section 3 presents an example of that theorem and section 4 deals with a 
generalization in which the degrees of the polynomials are modified. 
2. GENERALIZATION TO SEVERAL VARIABLES 
THEOREM 2. Let (en,,),,o,,,,zo be a sequence in K[x, y] with deg,(e,,,) = n 
and deg,,(e,,) = m. They form an orthonormal base of C(B x B + K) if and 
only if II en, m IL = 1 and Iien,rnliG= InI- (n s(n))/(s~l)~(m~s(rn))/(q~l)= lCOeffX”yml 
where coeff x”ym denotes the coefficient of x”ym in e,,(x, y). 
To prove this we need the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 1 (cfr [7], p. 130). The Banach space K,,, [x, y] of polynomials of 
degree 5 n in x and degree I m in y is isometric to the complete tensor product 
of the Banach spaces K, [x] (=polynomials in x of degree I n) and K,,, [y] 
( = polynomials in y of degree 5 m). 
LEMMA 2. Let f(x,y) = C,,j a;,j~‘yj= C, b;(y)x’= Cj C~(X)_Y’EK[X,_Y] with 
deg,( f) = n and deg,( f) = m. Put m; = deg,(bi ( y)) and nj = deg,(cj (x)) then 
1 _ llf I/s >-2 min 1711 (i-s(iMq- 11+ (m, -s(m,))/(q - 1) 
IIf I/G jan 
= min I.I(j-s(j))/(q-l)+(n,-s(n,))/(q~l) 
JSrn 
PROOF OF LEMMA 2. We know (see [4] and Theorem 1) that there is an 
orthonormal base ei(x) (irn) of K,[x] with deg ei=i, IIei{ls=l and IIejllo= 
17tI-(i~s(iMq-l) = I coeffx’l. AS stated in [2] (p. 142) ei(x)*cj(Y) (iln, jlm) 
is then an orthonormal base of K,, [x] 6 K,,, [ y] = K,,, [x, y]. 
We can now write f(x,y) as f(x,y)=C:=o Cy:, Uij.e;(x).ej(y). Hence 
llf IIS = Oc,yn I”ijl lIei( ej(Y)lls 
Ocjsm, 
= max I@ijl lIei(X) Ilej(Y)ll, 
Ocisn 
Orjrm, 
= oTzn bijl InI 0 s(i))/(q-l)+(j-s(j))/(q-l) ~l~.(~)ll~ llej(y)llc I 
orjrm, 
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If a~b then 
(see [5], p. 98). 
Since j<m, it follows that I~l(jPS(j))/(q-i)~ I~l(“‘-s(m,))/(4-1) and so 
Ilfll, 2 min 1x1 (i s(i))/(q 1) + (m, - s(m,))/(q - 1) ian . max bijl llei(-% Ilq(_% Oal<n 
OS/StfT, 
2 min 17cj (;~s(;))/(q-l)+(m,-s(m,))/(q-]) llfllo 
;a,, 
min 1711 (iks(i))/(q- I) + (VI, -s(m,)Mq- I) 
,Sll 
and 
= lnl(;O~S(ill))/(4-l)+(m,~,~s(m,~,))/(q~l) 
= #- s(hW(q~ 1) +h ~UW(~- 1) 
, 1~~(~,~~~~(~,,,))/(4~l)+(j,-s(j0))l(q-l) - 
1 min /.I(j-S(j))/(q~l)+(n,~S(n,))/(q- 
,/ c m 
= /.1(/~-~(jl))/(4-l)+(n,,-s(n,,))/(4-I) 
= l~l(;,-s(l,))/(q~l)+(jl-s(j1))/(4-1) 
2 lb (i, ~s(i,Mq- 1) + (m,, -s(m,,Mq~ 1) 
2 min 1~11 (i-s(iMq I)+ Cm, -Hm,)V(q 
icn 
for a certain i. 
with j, = mjO 
since i. 5 n,,> 
1) 
for a certain j, 
with il = nj, 
since j, I mi, 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2. For the orthogonality, we have to prove that 
lb 1.1 %,m, +...+a Woefl,,,,woIIs = maxl~k5ko,l~/~/o IIak,IenK,m,I/s = max IakJ for 
all nl,n2,“‘,nko, mlym29..., ml,, E b-l and (Yk,, E K. This is obvious when the 
Iok,, are all different. If several ok,, have the same maximum value we can 
neglect all terms for which /crk,, I is smaller, hence we may assume that 
/ak,,l = 1 for all k,I. 
Put g = al,le,,,,,+“‘+ako,I,,e,,,,,,,,, and ~4 = max&b& 1 l~k~koT 
1~1~1,}. We may assume that IIe,,,,,II.~...l/le,,“,,,~,l/~ and that nk,,= 
max15ksko Ink I lIen,,m,/l~ = MI and ml, = maxlddo {ml I lIenx,,,m,/IG = MI. 
Then 
11 g 11 G = I coeff X”K”,yq j = I 71 j -h. - ~v$Wk? - 1) . I 71 /-h,, - ~mq,M4 - 1) 
\ (b 
ecause this term appears only once in the sum). 
Using Lemma 2 (it is easy to see that the minimum is attained among others 
for nkoy m& we get 
1 2 llg IIs 2 1 71 /ob~,-~Qk,,M4 - 1) + h,, -~h”w(q 1) II& = 1. 
Thus ~~g~~s=l=max~ak,~~. 
Every polynomial can be written as P(x,y)= C,,,mzO a,, . e,,m(x,Y) with 
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a n,m E K. Using the fact (theorem of Kaplansky, see [5], [7]) that the poly- 
nomials are dense in C(B x B + K) one concludes that (e,,) is an orthonormal 
base. 
Now assume this to be the case. There is an orthonormal base b,,(x,Y) of 
C(BxB+K) with degX(bn,,)=n, deg,,(b,,)=m, [/&,,,[I,= 1 and 
(n s(n))/(q-l)-(m-s(m))/(q-l)- 
II&?Ilc= InI- - - lcoeff x”Yml 
(example: the Mahler base (:)a (2) in case char(K) = 0, see also [ 11, [S]). 
So there exists aO,e, .. . , a,, such that 6,,,= I:=, Cl:0 ai,jei,j. 
This gives 1 = /lb,, IIs = 11 C a,jei,j IIs = maxlaij / since ei,j is an orthonormal 
base. SO Ioi,jl = I~ai,jei,JsI 1 for all isn and jsm. 
(n s(n)Mq- l) (m-s(m)Mq- 1) -To prove lIen,,ll~= I+ - - l coeff x”Ym 1, we proceed 
by induction. We have IleO,OllG = Ile,,Olls = 1. 
0 %W(q- I)-(j-s(jMq- 1) _ Assume that IIeJG = I TT I- - - Icoeff,,,x’YJ/ for i<n, 
jsm or isn, j<m. Then 
IIa,,e,mllG= llkm- C ai,jei,jllc 
(ir)+oLm) 
< (.l-(n~s(n))/(q~l)~(m-s(m))/(q-l) - 
and we have equality since the coefficient of x”ym, a term which only appears 
in b,,,,, has this value. 
Using Lemma 2, we see that 1 = IIa,,,e,, IIs = I a,,, I. So lie,,, IIs = 1, I/e,, I/G = 
(n 
lnl-ff- 
s(n))/(q - 1) - (m - s(mD/(q - 1) and Icoeffb,,, x”ym I = Ian,m coeff,n,m x”ym 1 = 
toe e,,,, x”yrn I. 
For m variables, the theorem reads: 
THEOREM 3 . Let @i, , . , i, Ii,, , i,,zo be a sequence of polynomials in K [x1, .. . , x,,,] 
of degree nj in Xj. They form an orthonormal base of C(B” + K) if and only if 
Ilei,,.,.,i,,,Ils = 1 and Ileil,,,,,i,llo = i ITC]-(~J-~(“J))‘(~-~) = lcoeffx:’ ...xzl 
/=I 
NOTE. Although the theorems give us many bases, they tell nothing about the 
coefficients of the representation of a continuous function in these bases. For 
a partial result, see Van Hamme [6]. 
3. EXAMPLE 
We construct a base analogous to the one Hoderath [4] constructs in his 
article, but cannot be obtained from a product of two bases of C(B + K). 
Put t,(x)=x and t,+l(x)=t,(x)P-pP”-‘tn(x). 
Finally for i= CkrO ikpk and j= zk,O jkpk put 
ei, j(x) = (xy + x+y)Min(iO.jo). XMax(k-io.O). yMax(io-io.o) 
. n t;(x). t~(y).p-(i-S(i))/(P-l)-(j-s(j))/(p-l) 
nr, 
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For p= 3 this gives: 
e0,0= 1 eo, 1 =Y e0,2 =y2 
el,0=x e,,, =xy+x+y e,,2=xy+y2+xy2 
e2,0 =x2 e2,1 =x2y+xy+x2 e2,2 = (xy+x+y)’ 
x3-x x3-x x3-x 
e3,0= -
3 
e3,,=~.- 
3 
e3,,=y2.- 
3 
x3-x x3-x x3-x 
e4,,=x .- 
3 
e,,,=(xy+x+y)~- 
3 
e,,,=(xy+x+y).y.- 
3 
4. GENERALIZATlON OF THE MAHLER BASE FOR C(i2p + Q,) 
THEOREM 4. The polynomials q,,(x) = (g)(n E tkJ) form an orthonormal base 
for E=C(ZP-+Q$,). 
PROOF. It is sufficient ([2], No. 3.1.5) to prove that (qn)nEN is a vector space 
base of E= C(i&+ EP), where cf is the image of the reduction map ZP+ [F,: 
a -+ ii. 
Now (g ) = (E) and the (z) form a base of C(ZP + FP) since the polynomials 
(t) form an orthonormal base for C(&, -+ Q,). 
COROLLARY 1. Every continuous function f: Z&--t Qp can be written as a uni- 
formly convergent series 
with 
aPn= i (-l)“-k pn cQ!Akf(k) 
k=O (> pk 
and 
a0 
ml, &P)= ,c, (-l) / r r+-(pl:“l,lr>. 
REMARK. These formulas are similar to those obtained by Caenepeel [3] in 
connection with the bases (G)“. 
EXAMPLE. 
- 2122152 +156577792 -15230058496 
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2x 
( > 2x +1888788086784 -290888851128320 18 ( > 20 
2x 
+.54466478584365056 
( > 22 
- ... (p=2). 
We can determine the coefficients a,, in this development also by using 
generating functions. This gives x= C,“=, 22”- ’ (22n - 1) B2n(z) where B,,, 
stands for the 2n-th Bernoulli number. 
NOTE. The a$” take the following values: 
m\P 
0 
2 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
5 19 251 
61 1513 75075 1 
1385 315523 11593285251 
50521 136085041 613498040952501 
2702765 105261234643 87078947841803635001 
199360981 132705221399353 28156025047868336656499001 
19391512145 254604707462013571 18453101019364805300858770463251 
2404879675441 705927677520644167681 2245544928393401002140393235060204275 
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Since (Fiz) = (G) and the (;)” form an orthonormal base for C(Z, + Q,) (see 
[3]), one can prove. 
THEOREM 5. For all s, t E N, the sequence qn(x) = (:I;)” (n E tN) form an or- 
thonormal base for C(Z,, + Q,) and every continuous function can be written 
as 
with 
a0 
(PAf)= 1 
7 
agwJ) = c (_,)r+, 
I, . ..I. 
(pl~.TptJ~ 
15/,rm 
z,, = ,n 
Starting with the base e,(x) from Theorem 1 in the introduction and 
changing the variables in a similar way as above, leads to the next theorem 
which generalizes Theorem 4. 
THEOREM 6. Let e,(x) be a sequence of polynomials of degree n which form 
an orthonormal base for C(Zp --f Qp). Then the sequence ,,,,(p’x) is also an 
orthonormal base for C(Zp + Qp). 
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PROOF. From Hoderath’s proof, we get 
lan.n I = 1. with 
with 
Also 
and 
. 
~ P’X 
e,~,(p’x) = ‘t a,(,,, 
r:n ( > i 
= i apin,plj 
P’X 
J-O ( i d.i 
The transition matrix from {(,“) 1 j<ph} to {ePl,(p’x) 1 n<ph} is invertible, 
since it is triangular with diagonal elements of valuation 1. (7) ( j<ph) is a base 
of i?h, thus also eP,,(p’x) (n<ph). 
Here ,!?h is the space of FP-valued functions which are constant on each ball 
B,, “(a) = {xEZ$, 1 lx- al <pPh}. Thus e,,,(p’x) is an orthonormal base of 
C(Z,+K) ([2], No. 3.1.5). 
This also holds for several variables, which leads to theorems like. 
THEOREM 7. Let (e,,,),,,,,., be a sequence of polynomials in Qsp [x, y] with 
degree n in x and degree m in y which form an orthonormal base for 
C($ x ZP + Qsp), then the polynomials ePS,,, P ,,, (p”x, p/y) also form an ortho- 
normal base for C(Z, x ZP + 0,) for all s, t E N. 
To prove this we have to order the base elements, e.g. ek,,<e,, if k<n or 
k =n and I<m, and then we can continue as in the proof above. 
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